
Grand Casino / Gran Casino (Tampico)

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

After the mysterious disappearance of an oil well owner, one of his workers,
Gerardo (Jorge Negrete) assumes the business management. Soon, the owner’s
sister (Libertad Lamarque) arrives from Argentina, and, believing that Gerardo
killed her brother to keep the wells for himself, she starts working as a singer
under a false name in the same casino her brother disappeared, in order to find out
what exactly happened.

Mexico | 1946 | 92 minutes

The political climate in continental Europe during the 30s was
quite convoluted and the rise of Nazism in Germany and the
outbreak of the Spanish Civil War meant the exile for many of its
inhabitants. Amongst them was Spaniard filmmaker Luis Buñuel,
who moved to the U.S. and found a job in the dubbing
department of Warner Brothers. Blacklisted for his communist
ties and unsatisfied with his job, Buñuel accepted an invitation by
old friend Denise Tual, to direct a film for her husband, producer
Roland Tual, in Mexico. Thanks to Tual, Buñuel met French
producer Oscar Dancigers, another refugee who had escaped from World War II in 1939. Dancigers had established in Mexico an
independent film production company that found some success during World War II. Tual's project was canceled but Dancigers wanted
to work with Buñuel, so he offered him a job directing a musical film with two of Mexico's most popular stars: Mexican singer Jorge
Negrete and Argentinian singer Libertad Lamarque. "Gran Casino" was the film that inaugurated Buñuel's Mexican period.

Also known as "Tampico" (the place the film is set), the movie is set in the early years of the twentieth century and tells the story of
friends Gerardo (Jorge Negrete) and Demetrio (Julio Villarreal), two prison cell-mates who after escaping from prison, find job in an
oil company owned by Argentinian José Enrique Irigoyen (Francisco Jambrina). Irigoyen is an idealistic entrepreneur, but his plans go
against those of Heriberto (Agustín Isunza), local gangster and owner of the Grand Casino of the title. Heriberto kidnaps and murders
Irigoyen, but the two friends decide to not let Irigoyen down and stand aside his benefactor's ideas, keeping things going at the oil
company. Things get more complicated when Irigoyen's sister Mercedes (Libertad Lamarque) arrives and suspects that Gerardo and
Demetrio are involved in her brother's disappearance. Her investigation takes her to get a job at the Grand Casino while Demetrio
disappears as well. It'll be up to Gerardo to discover the truth and win Mercedes' heart. And sing a variety of tunes while he's at it, or
course.

Taking Michel Weber's novel "El Rugido del Paraíso" ("The Roar of Paradise") as basis, the screenplay was written by Mauricio
Magdaleno, who had already penned several quite popular Mexican films. By all accounts, "Gran Casino" is pretty much a basic musical

melodrama in the style that had been popular in Mexico since 1936's classic
"Allá en el Rancho Grande": underdog hero faces the rich and corrupt villain
in a rural setting, confusion arises between lovers and there's lots of singing.
True, this formula was nothing new, and by 1947, it was already starting to
die in front of the noir-inspired urban melodramas of the 50s; however, there
is a certain theme in Magdaleno's screenplay that gives this old story some
sparks of interest: the political angle of the oil topic, which carries a subtle
anti-capitalism theme. Mexico nationalized oil in 1936, and "Gran Casino"
initially seems to follow the official idea that private oil companies were evil.
Nevertheless, the movie's final answer is to literally blow away the problem
about oil.

Basically working for hire with a strictly commercial goal, a formulaic storyline
and two popular stars to work with, director Luis Buñuel crafts his film
effortlessly and remains for the most part faithful to the typical structure of
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the musical melodrama. However, even amidst the constrains of the movie's
purely commercial intentions, the surrealist artist found places to express his
very own idiosyncrasies. The most famous and noticeable of these little touches
is probably the surreal way the Trío Calaveras appears out of nowhere to serve
as backup chorus for Jorge Negrete's character in every song (surprising even
him). Another would be the way Buñuel toys with the political angle of the story.
Taking thinly veiled jabs at capitalism and even Nazism; Buñuel seems to make
oil and politics ultimately unimportant for our very human characters, in an
apparent preference for anarchism. There is also a complete rejection to
sentimentalism, so passionate kisses are avoided, resulting in a film that plays
like a melodrama, but at the same time is also the antithesis of melodrama.

As written above, "Gran Casino" was conceived specially to feature the talents
of stars Jorge Negrete and Libertad Lamarque. Both respected singers and
actors, their performances in the film result effective and appropriate. Nothing
spectacular, but both get the job done without problem. As Buñuel himself
stated later, the idea was to get them to sing and sing a lot, so their talents are
exploited to full effect in several musical numbers that showcase their quality.
Unfortunately, they never sing a duet in the film (strange, being this a musical
with romance), although this may be part of Buñuel's choice to avoid
sentimentalism. The rest of the cast is for the most part good, with Meche Barba
standing out as the sultry femme fatal of the Casino. She truly gives her role a
strong presence that certainly, leaves a lasting impression (considering how
limited her character is, that's quite an accomplishment). Also worth of notice
is the comic timing of Fernande Albany as the perpetually drunk French refugee
Nanette.

Unfortunately, despite having all the ingredients of classic Mexican musical melodramas, Buñuel's "Gran Casino" fails to convince and
ends up an unsatisfying experience. And the reason is ultimately that yes, it has everything it should have (beautiful songs, great
singing, good performances, Jack Draper's ace cinematography, bits of suspense, action and comedy... well, everything), but it never
goes beyond its own unoriginal commonness. True, Buñuel's touches are scattered through the film, but only as brief occurrences, as
if cowardice or boredom (probably the latter) prevented him of going any further with it, leaving the feeling of an effective yet
ultimately uninspired piece of work. By 1947, musical melodramas in rural settings (the "Comedia Ranchera") were old news, and
Mexican audiences' preference was verging towards urban settings in dramas, noir thrillers and even comedies. Also, it's worth to point
out that while their performances are really good, both Negrete and Lamarque look a tad too old for their roles, something specially
noticeable in Lamarque's case.

Given its place in Buñuel's career as a completely mainstream commercial film between his early surrealist works and the success of
"Los Olvidados", it's easy to dismiss it as a mistake in the master's filmography (the fact that it flopped at the box office does not
help). Nevertheless, there are good things to appreciate in "Gran Casino", particularly the singing of both Negrete and Lamarque, and
Jack Draper's work of cinematography. Granted, that may not be enough, but it's something. Personally, I think that amongst its flaws,
the worst thing that "Gran Casino" has against it is the reputation of Buñuel himself, which makes the unoriginality of this little musical
to feel a worse crime than what it is. In the end, "Gran Casino" is by no means a bad movie, just a quite average one. But it was only
the beginning of Buñuel's career in Mexico.

J Luis Rivera, www.w-cinema.blogspot.co.uk
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The Great Madcap / El gran calavera

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

“El Gran Calavera” concerns a family’s attempts to change the patriarch’s
somewhat indulgent and hedonistic ways by fooling him into thinking his large
fortune is gone. They assume a life of poverty in Mexico in an attempt to teach him
a lesson. However, he discovers it’s a ruse, but continues to perpetuate the facade
of ignorance while sneaking off during the day to conduct his thriving business.
Why? To teach his family a lesson – they are all lazy, worthless leeches!

Mexico | 1949 | 92 minutes

When Ramiro (Fernando Soler), the rich drunkard in Luis Buñuel's The
Great Madcap, wakes up from an intoxicated stupor to find himself
dressed in rags and surrounded by dusty, cement walls, he resembles
Lon Chaney Jr. awaking to the shock of misplaced hair and fangs in The
Wolf Man, or Bela Lugosi finding much to his dismay that a scientific
experiment has given him thick black fur in The Ape Man, or any other
B-horror character emerging in unexpected new form after a night's
sleep. The only difference is that it's not hideous physical deformities
that cause Ramiro's horror and disgust but rather a sudden shift in material wealth and social class, as if he had taken one wrong turn
and wound up in the slums indefinitely. In the context of the film, it turns out his experience of poverty is only fleeting; he eventually
discovers that his family, fearing that he might descend into alcoholic madness, has merely played a prank on him to inject some much
needed doses of humility (their wanton gamesmanship is no less a trivialization of the poor). But like many of the Spanish director's
bold conceits, this one has an inherently charged political connotation: the privileged bourgeoisie always possess a knee-jerk smugness
towards the lower rungs in the social system, as well as a denial of the existence of economic hardship so powerful that issues of
poverty might as well be a surreal fabrication.

One imagines this disorientation to have been something like the feeling Buñuel himself had when suddenly forced in the midst of public
backlash following L'âge d'or to stop making features, and subsequently when he re-emerged nearly twenty years later to begin
working on commercial Mexican fare. The Great Madcap is the second of these efforts (following the light musical Gran Casino) and
the first to point convincingly towards Buñuel's future, even if it's a somewhat rigid and lopsided screwball comedy, a film with only
fractions of the satiric bile and mad logic he dropped in L'âge d'or and would eventually unload later in his career. Hints of these
tendencies are most apparent in the film's absurdly broad setup, which begins with Ramiro getting bailed out of jail and segues into
his reintegration with his ungrateful family. No one in the family - not Ramiro's marriage-obsessed daughter Virginia (Rosario Granados),
his spoiled son Eduardo (Gustavo Rojo), or his two scheming, deadbeat brothers Gregorio (Francisco Jambrina) and Ladislao (Andrés
Soler) - has fully absorbed the impact of the recent death of Ramiro's wife, even as it's launched Ramiro himself into an alcoholic fit.
They continue to shamelessly feed off of their father's wealth and resources.

During these opening scenes that establish the family and their regular
routine of debauchery, Buñuel abandons subtlety in favor of wide strokes
at upper-class complacency. Vignettes around the mansion include the
family butler Juan justifying the theft of his Ramiro's cigars by claiming that
he feared they would dry up, Eduardo pining for a new luxury car after
supposedly destroying his previous one, and Ramiro fielding various
requests for money. At work, Ramiro has taken to drinking in an attempt to
forget his grief and has received blunt criticism from his peers for it, but his
economic and professional status has allowed him to indulge regardless. In
this early stage of the film, everything takes place indoors on boxy,
conspicuously cheap sets, a logistical necessity that helps to emphasize the
sense that the accoutrements of a wealthy lifestyle are ultimately synthetic,
superficial, and fleeting; stripped suddenly of their luxuries, the family
would resemble ducks with their heads cut off, totally ignorant of how to
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exist organically in the exterior world amongst other people. In one hilarious wide shot,
Buñuel frames Ramiro and his well-dressed friends stumbling drunkenly to sappy
orchestral music, the idea being that even within their familiar surroundings, they're
already clueless.

The family's subsequent prank on Ramiro is therefore tinged with devilish irony,
ostensibly designed to teach the patriarch human values that they themselves lack.
Without the knowledge the family possesses that all will naturally return to "normal,"
Ramiro, after shaking off his dreamlike shock, inevitably descends into depression and
makes a ridiculously botched attempt at suicide. Aiming to jump off the roof of a building
in a poor district of Mexico City, he only falls a few feet before being braced by a bit of
scaffolding and rescued by a construction worker named Pablo (Rubén Rojo) who insists
that if he were to hit the ground from such a height it would only result in a life in a
wheelchair that would arguably be worse than death. That Ramiro falls for Pablo's heroic
rescue disguised as an obvious lie does little to bolster his appreciation of life and love
though; soon after, when he overhears a conversation about the prank and fumes at his
family's insensitivity, he responds by launching a trick of his own in which he purports to
have actually lost his fortune, meanwhile continuing to live in his mansion and overseeing
his family's newfound poverty. It's a mean-spirited turn of fate engineered by Ramiro
that he passes off as his own attempt to teach his family members a sense of dignity and
humility; the difference is that they gradually come to embrace their modest means of
living, finding small sources of success and happiness.

Despite the ludicrous nature of these twists and turns, there's a fundamentally simple-
minded core to The Great Madcap, an element of moralistic pandering inherent in its

script that belies even Buñuel's subtle suggestions that the problems with humanity are too broad and diffuse to be reduced to class
distinctions (after all, nothing proves capable of shaking the family's place in the upper-class, but their pettiness largely remains even
after some breakthroughs). Buñuel sees the major issues in the film's ensemble of characters to be an absence of love and appreciation
towards others and a blindness towards diversity, issues too deep-seated to be cured by loopy plot devices, but the film nevertheless
implies that Ramiro's family has been taught a lesson through their involuntary hardship. Virginia, initially set upon a marriage to the
wealthy Alfredo (Luis Alcoriza), changes her mind when confronted with her love for Pablo, a romance that transforms her initially
narrow worldview. Pablo's near-rejection of Virginia on account of his discovery that she is in fact rich adds a blip in the streamlined
nature of the film's moral, offering a lower-class attitude nearly as reductive as that of the financial elite, but it's treated merely as a
momentary reaction to shock rather than a bottomless aversion to a group of people and therefore doesn't signal as the locus of
Buñuel's energy in quite the same way that his skewering of privilege does. For the most part, there's a black and white dichotomy at
the heart of the film that is occasionally saved by the sheer hilarity of Buñuel's investment, but otherwise threatens to reduce the film
to a blunt parable.

If the script's spiral into easy moralizing is its greatest flaw, Buñuel's stiff visual style often fails to shift the attention. Some of Buñuel's
stylistic tics - his method of starting a scene on a minor detail before dollying back to reveal the entire space, his habit of bunching
bodies together in comical medium shot - emerge in striking ways, usually to underline the way that objects have defined the wealthy
lifestyle or to emphasize the smallness and dysfunctional nature of the characters, but the film's default mode is unimaginative wide
shots that exist seemingly for no other aesthetic reason than to capture all of the often busy staging in one fell swoop. (An early
instance of effective camera movement and cross-cutting follows Ramiro as he makes a mess out of his daughter's wedding recital,
and it's predictably one of the most dynamic scenes in the film.) But directors like Buñuel tend to couple weak decisions with convincing
ones, and as such, The Great Madcap's combination of rigid studio setups and freer on-location sequences anticipating Los Olvidados'
primal vérité offers a fascinating counterpoint to the more schematic choices. When we see children run through the background of
a frame, it alone sends a ripple of anarchist energy through this otherwise commercially contained, if frequently funny, product. 

- Carson Lund, www.arethehillsgoingtomarchoff.blogspot.co.uk
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The Devil and the Flesh / Susana

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

Made a handful of months after Los Olvidados, though you’d never guess it, this
opens with the “God of Prisons” freeing Susana from her reformatory cell during
a thunderstorm, before chiaroscuro atmospherics give way to the sunny ranch on
which she winds up, continually pulling down the shoulders of her blouse and
driving everyone crazy with lust, jealousy and anger. Patriarch, wife, son and
foreman spy on one another through doors and windows and Buñuel delights in
showing off Quintana’s alluring gams at every opportunity – most outrageously
with egg-white dripping between them – and in putting Soler through the familiar
wringer of sexual frustration. It’s an uneasy, if enjoyable, stab at combining
melodrama and ironic comedy; the former predominates, but the audience is not
fully let in on the joke until the outrageously ridiculous ending.

© Time Out Film Guide

Mexico | 1951 | 86 minutes

I’ve only seen a few Bunuel’s cheap Mexican productions but as a fan of
Ulmer and 1930s-1940s Poverty Row they really do something for me.Â
SUSANA is no exception, despite the drubbing some fans give it. In his Film
Epidemic blog, for example, Joel Harmon says SUSANA’s “purpose is
muddled and the film’s narrative is not compelling enough to pick up the
slack. A fairly insignificant effort from a great filmmaker.”

Purpose? Muddled? Insignificant? Master? This may be the least muddled
of any Bunuel movie, and that’s the whole purpose; the way in which
sledgehammer symbolism subverts the “pro-family” message and its
significance in championing the chaos of casual sex over the family. To call
Bunuel a master is to put too much pressure on a film like this, kind of like
elevating a schoolboy to pope since he dared to pee on the pope’s shoes.

Much more of a Mexican horror film than strict “art,” SUSANA is a
subtextually resplendent sister to the Dracula legend: a thunderstorm
opening, Susana sleeping and creeping amid rats and spiders in the basement of the local Reform School… and there’s traces of the
nymphomaniac hospital patients in LA NOTTE and SHOCK CORRIDOR wrapped into Susana’s excellent character. She’s awesome. Her
ambitious gold-digging makes Barbara Stanwyck and Lady MacBeth seem tepid; she does everything but hiss at the camera like a
snake.

American bourgeois audiences should make sure to note the fine rapport between family members–the respect they have for one
another around the dinner table–before Susana commences her homewrecking in earnest. As for her mysterious reform school crimes
(we never know why she’s there), the “muddle” is a dead giveaway if you can read code: nymphomania!

What fever mirage of “the ideal upper class Mexican ranch family with strong ties to the earth and to the Virgin Mary. Mother of God”
can survive against the hot beating heart of this hussy? She’s as inviting and alluring as can be, but as the abject outcast of this sun-

bleached unit, she’s the bad guy. Even though, of course, we openly share
in her lascivious victories. Meanwhile, papa’s favorite mare is stuck in a
painful twilight after ghosting a stillborn; more symbolism. Is papa’s love for
the mare supposed to make up for the fact that he breeds her and rides her
like an animal?

Despite his naughty subversiveness, Bunuel shows innate respect for the
power of the patriarchal family; when the son kisses papa’s ring, you feel
the electric charge of patriarchal power like it’s zapping out of a Strickfadden
Frankenstein. The old maid who is wise to Susana’s goldigging tricks runs
around like Maria Ouspenskaya crossed with Chuz Lampreave (1940s
Universal horror by way of Almodovar), warning of the viper in the house;
but at the same time this old maid is kind of patient and almost amused as
the whole tragedy play itself out. It’s just too bad Susana doesn’t have an old
Nietszchean professor writing her encouraging letters, as Stanwyck had in
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the much glitzier BABY FACE.

With its cheap indoor sets and backdrops (and I always love poverty row style
rain and lightning), SUSANA is very reminiscent of the PRC output of Edgar G.
Ulmer, specifically desert-themed work like DETOUR and TOMORROW WE
LIVE. And as befits Mexico’s reputation for steaminess, there’s much implied
sex behind closed doors. Each of the hombres is granted one good trespass
with Susana, the before and aftermaths of which we witness through
Bunuel’s openly fetishistic camera. The most fetishistic part involves the
father oiling his long rifle with manly strokes of his cloth while Susana scrubs
scrubs scrubs a nearby spot (pictured at right).

Man, those Catholics they invented the sexual loophole (it’s not a sin if we
use symbols) and the fiery surrealist Bunuel sure knows how to sublimate and
symbolize, like the proverbial dickens. When she gets egg all over her skirt
after wrestling with a caballero in the chicken coop, you can stop worrying
and bask in the sledgehammer sunshine of it all; Bunuel will supply the goop,
all you have to do is rub your nose in it and the answer will appear: Viva la
Muertita!

Erich Kuersten, www.brightlightsfilm.com

from FEMINISM AND BUÑUEL: POINTS OF CONTACT

Virginia Higginbotham

University of Texas at Austin

Among the eight of Buñuel's thirty-two films which take their titles from their
female protagonist, Susana (1950) is an early and important prototype. The film must be understood in its cultural and industrial
context as belonging to one of the stalest and most exhausted of Mexican film genres, the comedia ranchera. Whether as musical or
spoken comedy, the ranchera films were designed to idealize provincial life in Mexico and to create a kind of national film folklore
with which a popular audience could readily identify. Men dressed in mariachi suits; women, in the skirt, blouse, and shawl of the china
poblana, the typical Mexican girl of the provinces.

Mexican songs were sung, mariachi music became a cliche of the Mexican musical. Confronted with making a film of this genre, Buñuel
conformed to its requirements but subverted its codes of rural harmony which falsified actual working conditions. His instrument of
subversion is Susana; the false system she almost overthrows is the rural macho patriarchy.

From the opening scene of Susana trying to escape her dark jail cell we learn that the patriarchy has already tried to suppress her. She
is released to a family that agrees to give her work on their ranch. Once there, the unruly Susana seduces the male hierarchy from the
foreman to the owner, don Guadalupe and his son. Her primary goal, however, is not sexual pleasure but power which she has never
had and enjoys as the status of her lovers rises with each succeeding conquest. Natalie Zemon Davis points out that the character of
the "unruly woman" expresses "part of the conflict over the basic distribution of power in a society. The woman-on-top might even
facilitate innovation in historical theory and political behavior"(quoted by Mulvey, 169). Buñuel's joke on the male hierarchy supports
Susana's disobedience of laws restricting eroticism as well as its code of male domination.Only near the film's end does the male
power structure reassert itself and restore order.

The point of Susana is not the power of the macho but his fear of and easy susceptibility to female sensuality. Susana is finally restrained
by the foreman who, jealous of her sudden interest in the boss, don Guadalupe, denounces her to the police. Yet the female viewer
applauds Susana for revealing the easy corruptability of the rural patriarchy. She is the
"savage" that Josette Feral identifies in her essay, "The Powers of Difference" who
disturbs the male dominated peace and who makes its weakness patently visible.

Susana is a model rebel who, without the slightest hint of violence or force, topples the
male system. If, in the words of Julia Kristeva whom Feral quotes, "Woman is here to shake
up, to disturb, to deflate masculine values and not to espouse them . . . to maintain
differences by pointing to them, by giving them life, by putting them into play against one
another," (Feral, 92-93), we have such a female in the unexpected and unlikely context of
Buñuel's Mexican ranchera.
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The Brute / El Bruto

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

Pedro Armendáriz and Katy Jurado bring a sultry sexuality to Buñuel’s remarkable
study of machismo and abusive power relationships. Armendáriz is El Bruto, an
almost Frankenstein-like figure, unable to control his monstrous strength and
temper yet strangely sympathetic and vulnerable as he searches for
companionship. Even more monstrous, however, is Jorado’s venal landlord
husband who hires El Bruto to terrorize his working class tenants into accepting
his exploitative terms. Partnered with Los olvidados co-writer Luis Alcoriza, Buñuel
used a sharp, at times almost grotesque, caricature to deliver an angry, deeply
cynical vision of class warfare and inequity. 

Mexico | 1953 | 81 minutes

Forced to leave Spain when Francisco Franco became a dictator,
celebrated filmmaker Luis Buñuel found in Mexico a home and a new
opportunity to make movies again. Nevertheless, the movies he had to
do in the Mexican industry were far from the experimental surrealism of
his initial output, as the Spaniard master had to learn how to make
commercial films. Nevertheless, in 1950 the master would return to form
with "Los Olvidados" a masterpiece of Mexican cinema that proved that
the young maker of "Un Chien Andalou" was still alive and kicking.
Sergio Kogan, one of the producers of "Los Olvidados", hired Buñuel to
make a film for his wife Rosita Quintana, and the result was "Susana",
which began a partnership between them which would also produce
two more films: the urban melodramas "Una Mujer sin Amor" and "El
Bruto". Starring Pedro Armendáriz and Katy Jurado, "El Bruto" is a film
that, while apparently average at first, it actually has a lot of Buñuel's
political ideologies hidden beneath its ordinary construction.

"El Bruto" (literally "The Brute") begins with a conflict between the poor tenants of a building and their landlord, Don Andrés Cabrera
(Andrés Soler). DOn Andrés wants to sell the land, but his tenants don't want to be evicted. Their leader, Carmelo (Roberto Meyer),
encourages his neighbors to fight for their rights. Don Andrés' wife Paloma (Katy Jurado) advices him to simply leave them leaderless.
To this effect, Don Andrés calls Pedro (Pedro Armendáriz), a strong worker at Don Andrés' slaughterhouse who is nicknamed "Bruto".
Tall and strong, but a tad dimwitted, Pedro is a loyal worker for Don Andrés, whom he considers his mentor, so he accepts the mission
that his boss has given him: to scare Carmelo away. Pedro faces Carmelo and beats him, but the frail and sick Carmelo dies from his
injury. Don Andrés hides Pedro in his home, where he'll face the seductive Paloma, who becomes quite interested in him. To further
complicate things, Pedro will fall in love with Meche (Rosa Arenas), not knowing she's the daughter of the man he killed.

Written by Buñuel himself and his regular collaborator Luis Alcoriza,
"El Bruto" is by all accounts, a fairly typical urban melodrama of
passion and betrayal. Nevertheless, it's actually a multi-layered story
that hides several of Buñuel's deeper and most complex
idiosyncrasies. Not only "El Bruto" lets loose Buñuel's most Marxist
views by having the working class Pedro serving as a pawn of the
bourgeoisie, it explores the conflict of Pedro as a pawn of Paloma's
desire and specially, of Pedro as a pawn of his own biggest flaws: lust
and ignorance. Pedro could be a working class hero, but his sexual
desire takes him first to live with a "family of leeches" (his girlfriend's
family), to become Paloma's boy toy, which will result in greater
problems for him when he discovers love with Meche. The love
triangle between Pedro, Andrés and Paloma has certain Oedipal
echoes, as its implied that Andres' tutorship of Pedro has had more
to do with hidden familiar relationship rather than a purely altruist
impulse.
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Buñuel's work as a director is remarkable, and while the low budget is notorious, he
makes the most of what he's got and carefully builds up the story, unfolding each
element of the story skillfully, showing his domain of the visual narrative. The strength
of "El Bruto" is in its storyline, and Buñuel gives enough space to develop the
characters and enhance the story's impact. In terms of style, "El Bruto" is closer in tone
and atmosphere to his 1950 masterpiece "Los Olvidados", as there's an amount of
harsh realism in his depiction of life in the slums that his more surrealist pieces lack. This
is not to say that the master's touches of surrealism are entirely absent, but in "El
Bruto", they are more carefully concealed, kept dormant until the climatic ending,
which has a pretty "Buñuelian" moment of surrealism in its epilogue. Cinematographer
Agustín Jiménez offers a polished and stylish work that gives the film a noir visual look
that's perfectly fitting, as in fact, "El Bruto" works as a film noir of the slums.

The cast is another of "El Bruto"'s greatest strengths, as it includes several of the best
Mexican actors of all time. Leading the cast as Pedro is the legendary Pedro
Armendáriz, who delivers a remarkable performance as the strong but not very brilliant
hero of the film. A famous lead actor, Armendáriz plays a complex figure in "El Bruto",
a pawn of forces bigger than himself, belittled by his difficulty to fully understanding
his world. Pedro is not an idiot, but his naiveté and ignorance makes him someone
easily manipulable. Yet as good as Armendáriz is, it is Katy Jurado whom as Paloma
delivers the best performance in the film. Jurado's sensuous and voluptuous figure,
coupled with her commanding screen presence makes her an ideal femme fatal, and
not only shows her power manipulating Pedro, but also her older husband, Don Andrés.

Played by Andrés Soler, Don Andrés is an equally complex character, on one side a ruthless businessman who cares little for the working
class, yet he is also shown as a loving son and loyal friend.

This complex duality is the other running theme in "El Bruto", where nothing is really black and white. Each character in the film seems
to have two sides, as if Buñuel was stating that despite the appearances, no villain is entirely bad, and no hero is entirely good. Meche,
the young daughter of Carmelo, is perhaps the only character whose entirely "pure", as if she represented the grace that Pedro requires
to stop being Bruto and become a full man. Once again, duality is present in Pedro as Bruto, because Pedro, dimwitted as he is, knows
that Bruto is not a nice name. He is fully aware of his limitations, and begins to resent being seen as nothing more than a brute. As much
as he desires Paloma's sexual favors, deep down he knows he is not seen as Pedro, but as Bruto, a thing made to be used. And this is
Buñuel's at his most Marxist, as he presents the working class as a property of the bourgeoisie, represented by Don Andrés (heir of
an "old money" family) and Paloma (a social climber). His awakening and quest for redemption become the core of this melodrama.

Often dismissed as being one of Buñuel's most ordinary and commercial efforts, "El Bruto" is actually one of the best movies from his
Mexican output. While the film has notoriously low production values, there's a lot to enjoy in "El Bruto", as it's one of the films that
most represent Buñuel's political leanings. Certainly, the film lacks the visual impact of "Los Olvidados", the charming irony of "Él" and
the sharp criticism of "El Ángel Exterminador", but still, this minor gem about an oppressed man looking for his place is an impeccably
done urban melodrama. In fact, this severely underrated film just proves that the world of director Luis Buñuel is stretched beyond
his better known works in surrealism.

J Luis Rivera, www.w-cinema.blogspot.co.uk
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Wuthering Heights / Abismos de pasión

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

Gone several years, the brooding Alejandro returns to the hacienda of his foster
sister, Catalina, whom he loves, to find her married to the wealthy and effete
Eduardo. Alejandro hates Eduardo and Catalina’s brother Ricardo; he’s rich now
and has a lien on the drunken Ricardo’s ranch. He also wants Catalina to run away
with him. She loves him as if he was her soul, but she also loves Eduardo and is
pregnant, so she won’t leave. She wants Alejandro to stay nearby, a soul mate, but
he, ruled by instinct and passion, stays only to hurt her. He woos Isabel, Eduardo’s
impressionable young sister. The passions of impossible love and corrosive hate
play out against Mexico’s barren high chaparral.

Mexico | 1953 | 91 minutes

BUNUEL'S BRONTE

OF all of the Mexican films that Luis Bunuel made for the mass market of
Spanish- speaking audiences, his 1954 screen adaptation of Emily Bront"e's
''Wuthering Heights,'' called ''Abismos de Pasion'' when released in Mexico,
is probaby the work that's most full of riches for those of us who consider
Bunuel one of the great film directors of all time. It opens today at the Public
Theater, a premiere of sorts, though it was shown by the Museum of Modern
Art in 1976 and may have been shown at Spanish-lanuage theaters here in
the 1950's.

''Abismos de Pasion'' - the Spanish title seems much more appropriate than the Bront"e original - is an almost magical example of how
an artist of genius can take someone else's classic work and shape it to fit his own temperament without really violating it. This
''Wuthering Heights'' is nothing if not Spanish in its tone. It's also Roman Catholic down to its toes in the way that it reflects the
particular obsessions of the self-described nonbeliver who made it.

Among the more remarkable things about ''Abismos de Pasion'' is how little Bunuel has changed the story, at least the story as adapted
by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur for the 1939 William Wyler screen version.

It's still the tale of the mystical, all- consuming love of the well-born Cathy (here named Catalina) for her childhood sweetheart, the
handsome, rudely tyrannical, former stable boy, Heathcliff, renamed Alejandro by Bunuel. The English moors are now the barren hills
of rural Mexico and what once seemed to be a romantic rebellion against the genteel manners of Anglican England has now become
a darker, timeless war between the forces of light and darkness.

Alejandro (Jorge Mistral) is driven not just by his love of Cathy and desire for revenge against the family that humiliated him as a boy.
He has, as subsidiary characters say more than once, made a pact with the Devil, and we may well believe it. This is actually a far more
reasonable explanation of how, during a mysterious absence, he acquired the enormous wealth that he now uses to humble his former
masters. After all, rude, unmannerly stable boys don't easily become rich overnight.

Catalina (Irasema Dilian) is also a far gutsier, far less sentimental character than Merle Oberon's Cathy, who seemed primarily motivated
by the willfulness of a pampered child. In Bunuel's scheme of things, the love that flows between Alejandro and Catalina is so strong
- and so beyond analysis in any ordinary emotional or sexual terms - that we can take it that she is part of any pact that Alejandro may
or may not have made with anyone, including Beelzebub. When Catalina announces that she loves Alejandro ''more than the salvation
of my soul,'' the point is to shock the Roman Catholic audiences as much as the other characters within the film.

Bunuel, of course, never makes any reference to the Devil without a wink of mock astonishment. In an opening message to the audience
he tells us that what we're about to see is a story about characters at the mercy of their instincts and passions. To Catalina's faithful
husband, Eduardo (Ernesto Alonso), and to his sister, Isabel (Lilia Prado), who loves Alejandro and, unfortunately, marries him, passions
and instincts represent a hideous state of pre-Christian damnation.

Eduardo and Isabel are believers. They are among the saved. They are civilized, a point with which Bunuel has a good deal of fun as he
shows us the studious Eduardo carefully pinning a live butterfly to a mat and Isabel out on a morning stroll, shooting vultures. If the
civilized are more savage than the heathen, Bunuel would prefer the company of the lost.
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There's also an astonishing amount of self-awareness in Bunuel's Catalina and
Alejandro. They accept their fate as lovers who will go beyond the grave together
with an unemotional kind of placidity. When Catalina warns Isabel not to marry
Alejandro, it's not because she is jealous but because she knows that Isabel will be
crushed casually and without anything that might be called redeeming malice -
Isabel will have simply gotten in the way of fate.

At key moments, Miss Dilian displays a terrific fondness for the smug, self-satisfied
smile, but that is a convention of the melodramatic acting of the time. She looks
like any number of other blond Mexican actresses Bunuel used at this period of his
career, representing an idealization later to be exemplified in the talent and the
grand, chilly beauty of Catherine Deneuve in ''Belle de Jour'' and ''Tristana.'' Mr.
Mistral is a more than adequate Alejandro, though his handsomeness appears to
be that of a Latin American spinoff of Victor Mature.

Mr. Alonso, who was later to play the title role in Bunuel's 1955 comic masterpiece,
''The Criminal Life of Archibaldo de la Cruz,'' is exceptionally good as Eduardo.
Among the other reasons that ''Abismos de Pasion'' is not to be missed is the film's
final sequence, which is just as breathtaking as the final sequence of ''Tristana'' -
and even more outrageous. 

By Vincent Canby, www.nytimes.com

The Taming of Wuthering Heights

There are movies we watch with a particular kind of divided attention: half following
the action on screen, half trying to imagine the pitch meeting at which a producer was
persuaded that the film would be (profitably) similar to a recent film that did well at the box office. During the many dull passages—
lengthy shots of fluttering insects and of birds wheeling over the scenic British countryside—in the latest Wuthering Heights, directed by
the British filmmaker Andrea Arnold and now being released in the United States, I found myself wondering how anyone could have been
convinced that what the culture needed was yet another cinematic treatment of Emily Brontë’s novel. If one counts feature films, TV mini-
series, Luis Buñuel’s Abismos de Pasión (1954), and Kiju Yoshida’s Arashi Ga Oka (1988), audiences have had more than twenty opportunities
to watch Brontë’s doomed lovers race across the wind-swept moors.

Then, about an hour into the newest version, it struck me: it’s Twilight! Transplanted from the rainy Pacific Northwest to even rainier rural
England, deftly substituting a ghost for a vampire, the film contains many of the elements that made the screen version of Stephenie
Meyer’s novel such a hit: repressed adolescent passion, self-denial, questions of masculinity, sexual competition, renunciation, romance
thwarted by restrictive tribal loyalties. That’s how I would have pitched the film, and the fact that I was thinking of it while watching
Heathcliff and Catherine break each other’s hearts was an indication of Arnold’s failure to capture a fraction of Brontë’s genius.

The most recent adaptation of the 1847 novel is by no means the worst; it may be hard to find one sillier than the MTV Wuthering Heights,
a 2003 musical in which a tow-headed Heathcliff is brought home by Dad in a pick-up truck. But none of the versions I’ve seen have been
very good. In William Wyler’s 1939 production, the bouncy theatricality of Laurence Olivier’s Heathcliff and Merle Oberon’s histrionic Cathy
fail utterly to convey the chemistry of Brontë’s characters. The clips from Abismos de Pasión I’ve watched are weirdly fascinating, but its
creepy necrophilia and gothic Catholicism owe more to Buñuel than to Brontë. The 1992 Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights—the title recalls
the Hollywood joke about Mary Shelley trying to get her name taken off the picture when Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein appeared in 1994—
includes the second half of the novel, which the new film and most other versions omit. Yet whatever benefit this rare fidelity to the book
generates was subverted by the distractions of the outrageous black fright wig intended to make Ralph Fiennes’s Heathcliff look like a
gypsy. Like most previous adaptations, Arnold’s film ends soon after Cathy’s death. We see Heathcliff gaining possession of Wuthering
Heights, but are spared the novel’s disturbing portrayal of a second generation—Cathy’s daughter and Heathcliff’s son—living in squalid
circumstances, bullied and tyrannized by Heathcliff.

All these filmmakers must have understood that bringing Wuthering Heights to the screen posed daunting challenges. But it was not in their
interests to acknowledge that those aspects of the novel that make it so tricky to film—its wild originality, its immensely intricate narrative
structure, its hyper-romanticism masquerading as naturalism, the dialogue that makes its characters seem always to be shouting even
when they are conversing—are precisely what makes the book so great. Almost invariably, the novel’s most affecting scenes—Catherine’s
description of the dream in which she looks down on Wuthering Heights from heaven and begs to be sent back to earth, the verbose and
eloquent argument that erupts between Catherine and Heathcliff on her deathbed—seem more than slightly ludicrous when acted out in
front of a camera.

One can imagine that the prospect of adapting the novel might appeal to film executives who had never read it but only the “coverage.”
Presumably, this summary would emphasize the doomed love between two strong, memorable characters but would omit the poetry of
Bronte’s language and the excesses of emotion and behavior that are entirely persuasive on the page but less convincing on the screen.
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One thinks of the ways in which the numerous film versions of Jane Eyre have retained
the romance between Mr. Rochester and the impecunious governess, but sacrificed
what is perhaps the most fascinating aspect of the novel: its frank portrayal of female
rage and class resentment.

Some of the problems involved in bringing Wuthering Heights to the screen result from
its sheer formal complexity that makes the book at once more bizarre and more
plausible than a straightforward narrative might be. Readers will recall that the book
is structured as a series of interlocking stories within stories: The first narrator is a
gentleman named Mr. Lockwood who takes up lodging at Thrushcross Grange; obliged
by a storm to spend the night at nearby Wuthering Heights, he reads a passage from
Catherine Earnshaw’s journal, then has a dream of—or a visitation from—her plaintive
ghost, hovering outside the window and pleading to be admitted. Curious about this
strange place and its inhabitants, he extracts their history—a narrative that makes up
the body of the novel—from the housekeeper, Nelly Dean, who is perhaps the only
sensible member of the household and thus the most qualified to give Lockwood (and
the reader) a reliable account of the high drama that has occurred there.

Also included in the novel is a letter from Isabella Linton, the sister of Catherine’s
husband, describing her disastrous marriage to Heathcliff; a long penultimate section
in which Heathcliff’s moral degeneration accelerates and in which Catherine’s daughter
and Heathcliff’s son reenact, in even more dismal circumstances, their parents’ misery;
and finally a coda in which Mr. Lockwood returns to hear (again from Nelly) how the
story has turned out.

But these obstacles of form might be relatively simple to overcome (presumably a film
could dispense with Lockwood and Nelly, though much would be lost). By contrast, the
content of the book—the nature of its characters, and the lethal cocktail of psychology,
destiny, and coincidence that Emily Brontë has brewed to ensure her protagonists’
downfall—is exceedingly difficult to capture. If Heathcliff and Cathy were filmed as
Brontë wrote them, the result would be a love story without a conventional hero or a
heroine. Their arrogance, willfulness, brutality, and self-destructive impulsivity are
diluted and tamed into something more familiar and acceptable to the cinema
audience: lovers who are flawed but likeable, troubled but sympathetic, more sinned
against than sinning.

Filmed versions of the novel have attempted to normalize a relationship that is
anything but normal. Perhaps overstating his case, but not by much, Georges Bataille
wrote that Emily Brontë “has a profound experience of the abyss of Evil. Though few
people could have been more severe, more courageous or more proper, she fathomed
the very depths of Evil.” In the novel, Heathcliff is indeed an outcast, abandoned on
the streets of Liverpool until Catherine’s father, Mr. Earnshaw, rescues him; he is
subsequently mistreated by his adoptive brother, Hindley. But he is never the purely
innocent victim, the sweetly brooding romantic rebel: the Hollywood hero. He is
charismatic but intensely unpleasant, as is Catherine, and their mutual attraction is
based partly on their inability or unwillingness to conform to the dictates of civilized
society—social forms that go beyond good manners to include such “ordinary” moral
qualities as kindness, generosity, and conscience. By the end of the novel, Heathcliff
has become a monster—a lovelorn, heartbroken monster, but a monster nonetheless.

In what is perhaps the most talked-about aspect of Arnold’s adaptation, Heathcliff’s
racial identity has been altered; he is no longer a gypsy, but is black. His child self, as
played by a sweetly winning Solomon Glave, patiently endures the racist insults to
which he is subjected. When as an adult, played by James Howson, he returns to
Wuthering Heights, he has become not only more prosperous but more aggressive; we
see him striking the hapless Isabella. But his transformation is here made to follow a
basic principle of current psychology—the abused becomes the abuser—rather than
to emerge from the depths of selfishness, calculated vengefulness, rage, and bitterness
that Emily Brontë plumbed with such uncompromising bravery. Throughout the novel,
the words “Satan” “evil” and “infernal” occur frequently enough to suggest the
existence of forces in the universe—and in the psyche—that are more than simple
legacies of one’s childhood sufferings. We can thank Bronte’s narrator, Nelly Dean, for
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keeping us apprised of the fact that, while Hindley’s aggression toward Heathcliff is enough “to make a fiend of a saint” the boy himself
seems “possessed of something diaboloical…[he] became daily more notable for savage sullenness and ferocity.” Nearing his own death,
Heathcliff tells Nelly, “I believe you think me a fiend…something too horrible to live under a decent roof.” And by that point in the novel,
having witnessed his treatment of his son and Caherine’s daughter, we may be inclined to agree with him.

Throughout, the film involves more violence than any previous English-language version; with his shaved head, canine snarl, and fondness
for profanity, Hindley Earnshaw, as played by Lee Shaw, resembles one of the thuggish droogs in A Clockwork Orange. Every few minutes,
he is either beating or whipping the innocent Heathcliff. But the ramping up of the physical cruelty only emphasizes the extent to which
the psychological brutality that gives the novel its essence and its originality has been lost. In the novel, Heathcliff tells Catherine how
much he despises Isabella Linton even as he is courting her: “You’d hear of odd things if I lived alone with that mawkish, waxen face: the
most ordinary would be painting on its white the colors of the rainbow, and turning the blue eyes black, every day or two…” In response,
Catherine rants for almost a page (“I’ll try to break their hearts by breaking my own. That will be a prompt way of finishing all, when I am
pushed to extremity!”) and proceeds to throw a fit—“dashing her head against the arm of the sofa, grinding her teeth”—that leaves her
with blood on her lips.

In her adaptation, Arnold uses cinematic techniques designed to add verisimilitude. For the interior shots, she has opted for “natural”
lighting, so that it is often hard to see what is transpiring on screen. Many of the action sequences are shot with a hand-held camera and
from the perspective of the characters; when they ride across the moors, the horse’s mane appears to be blowing back, irritatingly, in our
faces. Yet all this only underscores the fact that, despite the trappings of naturalism, the novel is in no way realistic; from the first appearance
of Catherine’s ghost to the death of Heathcliff, the book more closely resembles a fever dream than a work of literary realism. And that,
too, is part of its beauty and its achievement.

Like much great literature, Wuthering Heights changes and ages along with the reader; encountering it at sixteen is a very different
experience from rereading it at sixty. And precisely because of its mysteriousness, because we are ultimately unable to explain exactly
why the book so moves and haunts us, it takes on an intense and even talismanic importance for its fans. In the 1997 Mike Leigh film Career
Girls, a pair of quirky university students divines the future and seeks advice about the present by opening Wuthering Heights at random
to read a sentence that they parse for its oracular significance. It is impossible to imagine contemporary young people searching the DVD
of Andrea Arnold’s Wuthering Heights for wisdom, guidance, or prognostication.

Francine Prose, www.nybooks.com
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El

Buñuel in Mexico

In Brief

El is one of the crown jewels of Buñuel’s prolific Mexican period, which saw the
director seeding everyday interactions and unpromising genre exercises with
surrealist absurdities. We know where this is going from the opening moments
when a priest lovingly caresses a row of bare young feet, no? Devout businessman
Don Francisco (Arturo de Córdova) sets out on an impulsive romantic conquest to
win such a pair of feet and eventually steals Gloria (Delia Garcés) from her fiancé.
Their marriage is instantly marked by irrational jealousy and delirious
compensations, mainly involving needles. Equally sympathetic to Gloria’s
untenable domestic nightmare and Don Francisco’s unspeakable desires, El is a
violent and committed expression of l’amour fou. “The hero of El interests me as
a beetle, or a disease-carrying fly does,” wrote Buñuel. “I’ve always found insects
exciting.” Originally distributed in the US under the generically Buñuelian title This
Strange Passion, El remains a crucial classic despite limited availability over the
past two decades. 

Mexico | 1953 | 92 minutes

El (This Strange Passion) is one of a handful of masterpieces from Luis
Bunuel's "middle period" of the 1950s — long after his auspicious 1928
debut with Un Chien Andalou, and just prior to his great creative period of
the 1960s.

From the time of his official "comeback" in 1950 with Los Olvidados,
Bunuel worked steadily in Mexico and Spain crafting a series of what might
be called "Surrealist melodramas." Genre films they no doubt were, but
as was true with Douglas Sirk in America, they brought out the best in him.
He turned them inside out.

"With El," he later told an interviewer, "I worked as I always did in Mexico:
a film was proposed to me and instead of accepting it outright I tried to
work out a counterproposal. Though my proposal was still commercial, it
nevertheless seemed a better way of expressing some of the things I
wanted to say."

Soap operas and melodramas were, after all, what that stalwart Surrealist phrase l'amour fou, or "crazy love," was all about. Bunuel
took tales of heated love and thwarted desire and turned them into personal statements about obsession, repression, bourgeois
propriety, Catholicism, and fetishism.

El, in fact, manages to get all this in the very first scene. During Holy Week, Don Francisco Galvan de Montemayor (Arturo de Cordova)
is taking part in a Catholic foot-washing ceremony when he very suddenly falls in love — with a pair of feet. The middle-aged Don
Francisco is a wealthy businessman, a devout Catholic, and, we come to find out, still a virgin. The problem isn't that he can't find
anyone; he's handsome, vigorous, confident and a sharp dresser. The problem is that no one has ever been good enough. He's a
romantic purist. These beautiful feet, then, present a challenge. He's a believer not just in love at first sight, but at first and last sight;
having held out for a lifetime for the woman of his dreams, he is committed to possessing her for eternity.

The feet belong to Gloria (Delia Garces), who resists his charm but is just fearfully attracted enough by his self-assurance to leave her
fiance Raul (Luis Beristein) for him. Of course, she doesn't quite know what she's in for, but her wedding night gives her a good idea:
no sooner does Don Francisco embrace her than he works himself into a jealous rage over the possibility that she loved someone
before him. For the duration of their honeymoon, he tortures himself with paranoid fears that Gloria is being stalked by a man she barely
knows. In the couple's married life, reconciliation leads to violence, arguments end with gunfire, and a day's peaceful outing concludes
with Don Francisco's Vertigo-esque threat to pitch Gloria from the top of a bell-tower. Gloria's efforts to change the situation come to
naught; the rest of the world, including her own mother, are too impressed by Don Francisco's devotion to ever see through him. Far
from satisfying Don Francisco, love turns this professional control freak into a raving nut and his new bride into his prisoner. Fernando
goes berserk; first in a clumsy attempt at suturing Gloria's vagina and then later in church, where his ordered world implodes before
his eyes. 

"What happens with the cinema is that people have written and said a great deal about its technique," Bunuel told an interviewer in
his later years. "There's a lot of hot air in all that: cinema is easy to do, and has no secrets ... The specialists solve the technical problems.
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To be a good director in the cinema is the same as being a good writer — to have
clear ideas, to know what you want to say and to say it as directly as possible."

This wasn't just the view of a wily old man, eager to blaspheme his own status as a
sacred cow. Long before he got anywhere near a camera, film had always been for
him a matter of simplicity, of pursuing a clean, uncluttered style that didn't rely on
unneccessary effects.

"No one ever talks about the technique of films like [Buster Keaton's] College," he
wrote in an early film review, "and it is because it is so indissolubly mingled with the
other elements, that no one even notices, just as if you live in a house you do not take
note of the calculated resistance of the materials which compose it." How easily one
could say the same thing about so many of his own films, except that people did talk
about his style; a style that was so effective because it eschewed "style" altogether.
He made complex films that proceed with remarkable economy; so much so that it
sometimes throws viewers off-guard, especially with his editing. Rather than a title-
card that says "Six years later," he uses a "straight cut" that not only tests your
alertness but gives the story an appropriately dream-like touch.

There is, to be sure, some fancy camerawork in his movies — non-synchronous sound,
freeze-frames, slow-motion, jump-cuts, and warped dream images were all things he
either originated or toyed with, usually before anyone else — but what really defines
Bunuel is not the way he manipulated the lens but how he arranged images in a
suggestive, even shocking way. We never actually see Don Francisco trying to stitch
up Gloria, for example; we just see him him take a needle, thread, razor and rope into

the bedroom. The suggestiveness of juxtaposed objects: key to dreams, key to the Surrealists, and the key reason why Bunuel's
compositions are so distinct and recognizable. Will anyone ever forget the ants crawling out a hole in a man's hand in Un Chien Andalou?
The poor blind street musician in Los Olvidados, staring into the face of a rooster? The laughing portrait of Christ in Nazarin? The group
of beggars in Viridiana, having a pagan orgy to the strains of Handel's Messiah? 

In time, Bunuel would have total freedom to choose his own mad projects and say everything he had only hinted at before. But as El
reminds us, the hints themselves could be pretty damned powerful.

Rodney Welch, www.blogcritics.org
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